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Abstract 

In May 2020, the Baltimore Police Department began a six-month test of the Aerial 
Investigation Research (AIR) program to evaluate whether aerial surveillance could help 
detectives solve serious violent crimes. Using a Bayesian statistical analytic framework, and 
leveraging the timing and operational restrictions of the AIR program, we investigate the 
program’s effects on clearance and crime rates for homicides, nonfatal shootings, carjackings, 
and armed robberies. We find a low probability (0.41) that the program improved clearance rates 
for these crimes, although there is a high probability (0.92) that the program improved clearance 
rates for carjackings that occurred when the planes were able to fly. Nevertheless, we find strong 
evidence of a deterrent effect of the program on crime rates. Most of this benefit is due to 
reductions in armed robbery; however, this effect was not sensitive to whether the program was 
conducting aerial surveillance at the particular time in question, suggesting that deterrence was 
driven by other aspects of the program, such as announcement effects. It is thus unclear whether 
these deterrence benefits are sustainable, particularly if the program does not increase the 
probability that criminals are arrested. Our results imply that high-resolution, persistent aerial 
surveillance has the potential to deter crime, but meaningful benefits on clearance rates for cases 
targeted by the program were not found in the Baltimore trial. 
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Summary 

Evaluating the AIR program in Baltimore 

Baltimore’s violent crime rate in 2019 was more than double the rates in cities of similar 
size, hitting 18.6 crimes per 1,000 population, and rates of serious crime have remained elevated. 
At the same time Baltimore’s murder clearance rate, the measure of police homicide 
investigations that end in arrest or closure by exceptional means, has underperformed 
comparable cities. As one response to these negative trends, the Baltimore Police Department 
(BPD) initiated an innovative aerial surveillance program, the Aerial Investigation Research 
(AIR) program, to help detectives solve serious violent crimes from May through October 2020. 
AIR flew planes over Baltimore equipped with aerial cameras creating a nearly continuous 
photographic record that allowed analysts to track suspects forward and backward in time. This 
footage could be shared with detectives and combined with other resources such as storefront 
camera footage to aid criminal investigations. 

This study evaluates the effects of the AIR program on clearance and crime rates for four 
types of serious crimes (homicides, nonfatal shootings, carjackings, and armed robberies) that 
were the focus of the AIR program. The study finds a low probability that the program improved 
clearance rates overall, although the evidence shows a high probability that AIR improved 
clearance rates for carjackings that occurred when planes were able to fly. It also finds strong 
evidence that AIR helped deter crime, largely through reduction of armed robberies. The pattern 
of findings, however, suggests that lower rates of armed robbery weren’t driven directly by 
AIR’s direct effects. Specifically, the crime suppressing effects of AIR were not specific to times 
when aircraft were overhead. Instead, the program’s deterrent effects may be the result of 
widespread publicity about the program, and the concerns it created for would-be armed robbers. 
Given the estimated crime-reduction benefits appear not to be directly related to aerial 
surveillance per se—which is costly and controversial—investment in AIR is likely not the most 
efficient use of resources to improve policing operations and improve crime outcomes among 
police departments that have low clearance rates and that face other operational issues. 

It should be noted that this analysis measured the effects of AIR as implemented, which 
meant the AIR vendor, Persistent Surveillance Systems (PSS), provided less information to 
investigators than its systems were capable of delivering. For instance, camera resolution was 
intentionally degraded, partly to address privacy concerns, and planes were not equipped with 
infrared cameras and so were not flown at night. While one could argue these steps reduced the 
usefulness of the evidence the AIR system delivered to investigators, those privacy steps still 
were not sufficient to allay constitutional concerns: the United States Court of Appeals for the 
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Fourth Circuit found that the program violated 4th Amendment protections against unreasonable 
and warrantless searches. 

This study has several limitations: other aerial surveillance programs implemented differently 
might yield different results. Likewise, the AIR program took place in a tumultuous time 
encompassing the COVID-19 pandemic, shifting crime trends, and challenges to criminal justice 
entities. It was launched shortly before the killing of George Floyd by police in Minneapolis led 
to racial justice protests and calls to change policing practices across the nation and in Baltimore 
City. Still, the research was designed to account for such factors and its findings are robust to 
tests exploring how important these factors were in influencing the estimated effects. Other 
limitations relate to the completeness and accuracy of BPD data. Finally, the AIR pilot may have 
coincided with changes in Baltimore or BPD not accounted for in this effort’s models.  

AIR Research methodology 
The research team’s empirical approach captured the AIR program’s effects on clearance and 

crime for those incidents most likely to be exposed to the aerial surveillance (i.e., crimes that 
took place in weather and time conditions supportive of AIR flight operations during the pilot 
period), as well as its spillover effects on other incidents (e.g., crime that took place at night 
during the pilot period, when AIR planes were not in operation). The team employed a Bayesian 
analytic framework to estimate probability distributions for each of the relevant program effects, 
and reported descriptive statistics on these distributions. To identify these effects, the study 
leveraged (1) the timing of the AIR pilot program from May to October 2020, and (2) the fact 
that crime incidents occurring during the pilot program faced differential exposure to AIR’s 
aerial surveillance due to physical or technical restrictions on the ability of the AIR planes to 
perform aerial surveillance (e.g., darkness, rain, cloud cover).  

Data on crime and clearance rates came from BPD’s Record Management System (RMS) 
and its Lotus Notes system, which contains detectives’ investigation notes. Other data included 
AIR flight times and geographic coverage from PSS, U.S. Census tract level data on poverty and 
demographics, weather information from Baltimore/Washington International Thurgood 
Marshall Airport Meteorological Aerodrome Reports, population information from the Maryland 
Department of Commerce, COVID-19 mobility information from the Institute for Health Metrics 
and Evaluation, and COVID-19 deaths from the Maryland.gov GIS Data Catalogue. 

The team had two primary outcomes of interest: the effects of the AIR program on clearance, 
and effects on crime rates in Baltimore for homicides, nonfatal shootings, carjackings, and armed 
robberies.  

Findings on clearance rates 
The analysis indicates it is unlikely that the AIR program improved clearance rates for the 

four crime types; specifically, results show a 0.41 probability that AIR improved clearance rates 
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for those crimes, which means there is a 59% chance that the program did not improve clearance 
rates for those crimes. That said, there is a high probability (0.92) that the program improved 
clearance rates for carjackings that occurred when the planes were able to fly. 

Any beneficial effects observed on clearance rates for carjacking, homicide and armed 
robbery were fully offset by reduced clearance rates for incidents occurring under conditions 
when AIR flights couldn’t take place (e.g., night-time, or cloudy weather). To the extent 
evidence of an effect of AIR on crime clearance was found, it is a shift in which crimes get 
cleared rather than how many of these crimes get cleared. 

These estimates suggest serious limits on the ability of the AIR program, as it was 
implemented, to meaningfully improve citywide clearance rates for serious crimes. AIR evidence 
packages were developed to aid in investigations for only 10% of the roughly 1,500 crimes in the 
categories of interest that occurred during the AIR pilot, limiting the possible magnitude of its 
direct effects on clearance rates. It is not clear from the results how much program performance 
might be improved with an expanded or enhanced implementation. 

Findings on crime rates 

Estimates indicate there is a 0.97 probability that the AIR program deterred crime rates for 
the four crimes of interest, with the median estimate indicating a 10 percent reduction in crime 
rates relative to expectation. This crime reduction is driven entirely by a reduction in armed 
robberies; effects on homicides and shootings are modest and uncertain, while carjacking rates 
increased. The effects on armed robberies are due to reduced armed robbery rates for the AIR 
pilot period during conditions in which the planes were unlikely to be operating and thus can be 
considered a spillover effect. This suggests that deterrence was not driven by seeing planes 
overhead or the evidence produced by the planes, but by other aspects of the program, such as 
the public’s reaction to announcements about the program, or other factors. It is thus unclear 
whether these deterrence benefits are sustainable, particularly because the program does not 
appear to increase the probability that criminals are arrested. 

Considerations for policymakers 
Beyond these findings, policymakers considering air surveillance programs will need to 

consider additional factors: effects on community confidence in or cooperation with police, 
equity implications, and alternative approaches to reducing crime. Additionally, the United 
States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit ruling may require such programs in the future to 
demonstrate probable cause and obtain search warrants before using aerial surveillance data in an 
investigation. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

Over the past two decades, police departments in the United States have substantially 
expanded their use of surveillance technology. This includes widespread adoption and use of 
closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras to deter and investigate crimes (McLean, Worden and 
Kim, 2013), rapid adoption of automated license plate reader technology to (primarily) address 
motor vehicle theft (Koper, Taylor and Kubu, 2009; Lum et al., 2010), expanded interest in and 
use of gunshot detection technologies to improve response times to shooting incidents and assist 
in gun-related crime investigations (Lawrence et al., 2018), growing use of unmanned aerial 
systems to conduct surveillance and apprehend suspects (Hiltner, 2013; Police Executive 
Research Forum, 2020), as well as more experimental uses of high-resolution, persistent aerial 
surveillance in some large urban jurisdictions (Michel, 2019; Feeney, 2020). Growing use of 
these technologies is often motivated by a lack of witness participation in criminal investigations, 
although some have noted the importance of treating surveillance technologies as a complement 
to---rather than a substitute for---eyewitness testimony (La Vigne et al., 2011). 

The principal goal of these surveillance tools is to deter crime by increasing the probability 
of arrest and conviction for anyone who commits an offense. While this deterrence mechanism 
could theoretically exist even in the absence of actual changes in arrest or conviction probability 
(if criminals believed that they were more likely to be caught), it is likely that the primary benefit 
of surveillance technology occurs through increasing the ability of law enforcement to identify 
and apprehend suspects and/or increasing the likelihood of conviction (Piza et al., 2015; Piza, 
Caplan and Kennedy, 2014; Ratcliffe and Groff, 2019).  However, for many of these surveillance 
technologies, evidence of their effectiveness for deterring crime, improving police clearance 
rates, or affecting conviction is unclear; research designs are often limited by methodological 
shortcomings (Ratcliffe and Groff, 2019), and several studies have highlighted implementation 
barriers that likely hinder the potential success of certain surveillance systems (Piza et al., 2015; 
Piza, 2021). In addition, police use of mass surveillance technologies is often controversial due 
to the constitutional and ethical implications for citizens’ privacy, Fourth Amendment concerns 
about unreasonable and warrantless searches, and fears that these technologies may contribute to 
disproportionate contact between police and minority communities (Snyder, 2020; Laperruque, 
2016; Pavletic, 2018; Gellman and Adler-Bell, 2017). 

This study addresses a widely publicized pilot project conducted from May through October 
2020 by the Baltimore Police Department (BPD) to use an aerial surveillance program to help 
detectives solve cases of serious violent crime. In the original plans for the Aerial Investigations 
Research (AIR) pilot project, three manned aircraft equipped with powerful cameras would fly 
above the city during daylight hours when weather permitted, capturing a second-by-second 
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record of outdoor events.1 Imagery from the aircraft could then be used to support investigations 
of four types of serious crimes specified in the memorandum of understanding (MOU) between 
BPD and Persistent Surveillance Systems (PSS), the vendor providing the AIR aircraft and 
analysts: homicides, nonfatal shootings with injuries, carjackings, and armed robberies.  

The overall goal of the program was to aid in detectives’ investigations of these types of 
serious crimes, hereafter referred to as MOU crimes. Assistance from PSS analysts and the 
production of AIR evidence packages could help generate new investigative leads, either by 
identifying images of suspects, identification of their vehicles, or places they visited. Evidence 
packages could help to confirm or call into question known suspects’ or witnesses’ claims about 
what took place during the incident. Evidence obtained through the AIR program could, in 
principle, be used to acquire arrest and search warrants. Indeed, results from a survey of BPD 
detectives as well as a limited audit of closed cases with AIR evidence support that the program 
was useful to at least some detectives and in resolving some cases (Morral et al., 2021b). 

Together, these activities were intended to improve BPD’s investigations of violent crimes, 
increasing the rate at which BPD cleared serious crimes. The program was also intended to 
provide evidence for use by the States’ Attorney to determine charges to bring against suspects, 
and by both the State’s Attorney and defense attorneys to support their cases at trial. Through 
improved arrest and conviction rates, the stated goals of the AIR program were to yield short- 
and long-term benefits to the city in the form of reduced crime, with short-term effects driven 
primarily through deterrence and long-term effects attributable to a combination of deterrence, 
incapacitation, and improved police-community relations (Morral et al., 2021b). While these 
effects may be more pronounced for those crimes directly targeted by the AIR program, the 
program may have more improved investigations and clearances more broadly if, for example, 
improved investigative efficiencies for cases receiving AIR evidence allowed detectives to 
devote additional effort to other non-AIR cases. Conversely, by shifting BPD personnel’s 
resources and efforts to incidents with AIR evidence, the program might produce negative 
spillovers in reducing clearance for those crimes not targeted by the program.  

This study examines the effects of the AIR program on crime rates and clearance rates2 in the 
city of Baltimore. We present estimates of overall program effects based on the program start 
and end dates, but we also decompose this overall effect into two types of underlying effects: (1) 
effects of the program at times and under weather conditions that allowed for AIR program 

 
1 As discussed below, the original plan to have three planes was altered such that only two planes were ever both 
airborne during the pilot period. 
2 As discussed later, for our primary analyses, we define clearance as cleared by arrest or exception. Clearance by 
arrest requires at least one person to be arrested, charged with the offense, and turned over to the courts for 
prosecution (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2020). Clearance by exceptional means requires that the agency must 
have identified the offender, gathered sufficient evidence against the offender to support arrest, determined the 
offender’s exact location such that the offender could be taken into custody, and “encountered a circumstance 
outside the control of law enforcement that prohibits the agency from arresting, charging, and prosecuting the 
offender” (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2020). We do not have data on convictions. 
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flights (i.e., direct effects of the aerial surveillance component of AIR); and (2) effects of the 
program at times, or in weather, that prevented AIR surveillance (i.e., spillover effects of the 
AIR program). There are at least three reasons to believe that AIR might have effects on crime or 
clearance rates even when their planes were not flying: the AIR program used data sources 
beyond the aerial surveillance itself; the availability of AIR program evidence could change BPD 
behavior in a way that may increase or decrease their efficiency of clearing cases; and criminals 
may modify their behavior in light of these new surveillance tools. Indeed, many other crime 
interventions show evidence of spillover or second-order effects---often in the form of diffusion 
of deterrence benefits across social networks (Wood and Papachristos, 2019; Braga, Apel and 
Welsh, 2013) and geography (Braga et al., 2019; Weisburd and Telep, 2014; La Vigne et al., 
2011), or of temporal and geographic crime displacement (Carr and Doleac, 2018; Gonzalez-
Navarro, 2013). Our analytic approach thus has advantages in allowing us to directly assess the 
extent to which any effects of the AIR program are offset or enhanced by these second-order 
effects of the program.  

The study proceeds as follows. Chapter two provides background on Baltimore and explains 
how the AIR pilot program was implemented. Chapter three describes the data and statistical 
approach for estimating the effects of AIR on crime and clearance rates, and chapter four 
presents the results from these analyses. Finally, chapter five concludes with discussion of 
implications for policy and practice. 
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Chapter 2. Baltimore and the AIR program 

This section briefly discusses historical trends in crime and clearance rates in Baltimore, and 
then provides an overview of the implementation of the AIR pilot program. Further details on 
how the AIR program was designed and implemented, how it was used by detectives, and how 
many cases and closed cases the program supported can be found in Morral et al. (2021a) and 
Morral et al. (2021b). 

Crime and Clearance in Baltimore 

Baltimore has one of the highest violent crime rates in the United States. According to the 
Uniform Crime Reports (UCR), there were 11,101 violent crime offenses in Baltimore City in 
2019, corresponding to a violent crime rate of 18.6 per 1000 population (Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, 2020). This is substantially higher than the nationwide violent crime rate (3.7 per 
1000 population) and higher than violent crime rates in cities of similar population size (8.0 per 
1000 population). Numbers of homicides, nonfatal shootings, and other serious crime in 
Baltimore remained relatively stable through 2020 and 2021 (Sutherland, McKenney and 
Elkbuli, 2021; Sullivan, 2021), despite many other large urban jurisdictions seeing dramatic 
increases in homicides and nonfatal firearm violence during the coronavirus disease 2019 
(COVID-19) pandemic (MacFarquhar, 2021; Schleimer et al., 2021; Sutherland, McKenney and 
Elkbuli, 2021). While there is some evidence of a decline in crimes following Baltimore’s stay-
at-home order in March of 2020, these effects were limited to nonviolent property crimes (Scott 
and Gross, 2021). 

These high crime rates in Baltimore over the past several years have occurred concurrent 
with low and declining clearance rates. U.S. cities of comparable size to Baltimore have an 
average murder clearance rate of 55 percent, but Baltimore’s 2019 murder clearance rate was 
only 32 percent, one of the lowest rates that Baltimore has recorded in recent decades (Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, 2020). In 2021, Baltimore’s clearance rate for homicides had risen to 42 
percent, although this remains below the average of comparable cities (54.7 percent; Sullivan 
[2021]).  

These trends have occurred in the context of several notable events affecting Baltimore and 
BPD specifically. In particular, the death of Freddie Gray in April 2015 led to a series of riots in 
Baltimore, which resulted in the imposition of a nighttime curfew and deployment of the 
National Guard to Baltimore. While studies suggest Freddie Gray’s death did not substantially 
affect views of police legitimacy or community reliance on the police in Baltimore (Moyer, 
2021; White, Weisburd and Wire, 2018), other work finds that Freddie Gray’s death in police 
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custody led to substantial increases in violent crime, coupled with a significant decline in arrests 
for violent and nonviolent offenses (Morgan and Miller, 2020).3  

Other important changes affecting BPD include four new Police Commissioners in the four 
years after Freddie Gray’s death as well as a consent decree in April 2017 between Baltimore 
and the U.S. Department of Justice to address what the Justice Department found to be a pattern 
of unconstitutional and discriminatory policing practices. The federal consent decree, as well as 
the organizational changes within BPD, are likely to have resulted in several changes to BPD 
operations, although it is unclear whether those changes have affected crime rates or clearance 
rates.  

While there have been numerous changes to BPD’s organizational structure from 2015 to 
2020, the basic organization of police districts has remained unchanged. BPD is currently 
comprised of nine districts, which are organized into three geographical areas. Area 1 is 
comprised of the Central, Northern, and Northwestern districts; Area 2 is comprised of the 
Eastern, Northeastern, and Southeastern districts; and Area 3 is comprised of the Southern, 
Southwestern, and Western districts (Police Foundation, 2018). As of February 24, 2020, BPD 
had 2,434 uniformed members (sworn officers and trainees) and 531 civilian staff (Alexander 
Weiss Consulting LLC, 2020). 

Public safety challenges in Baltimore have prompted a variety of efforts aimed at reducing 
violence and improving police operations. In 2007, the Baltimore City Health Department 
implemented Safe Streets, a version of Cure Violence that uses outreach professionals to 
intervene in designated areas of the city to deescalate situations that might lead to violence 
(Webster et al., 2013). From 2014 to 2017, BPD launched a focused deterrence approach, 
Operation Ceasefire Baltimore, which aimed to reduce gun violence by targeting geographic 
areas and individuals believed to be at high risk of violent activity (Webster, Buggs and Crifasi, 
2018; Noor and Soderberg, 2021). In 2017, community organizers in Baltimore initiated 
Baltimore Ceasefire 365, an ongoing series of community-directed, weekend-long ceasefires on 
gun violence (Phalen et al., 2020). There have been major expansions to Baltimore’s ground 
surveillance camera program (CitiWatch), which has been augmented with privately-owned 
security cameras across the city (Simpson and Cassie, 2021; La Vigne et al., 2011). While some 
research suggests potential crime reduction benefits of some of these interventions in the 
locations or times targeted (Phalen et al., 2020; Webster, Buggs and Crifasi, 2018; La Vigne et 
al., 2011), Baltimore continues to experience some of the highest crime rates and lowest 
clearance rates of large urban jurisdictions (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2021). 

 
3 In models adjusting for seasonality, one study estimated increases in shootings and homicides of 138% and 91%, 
respectively, during April 20, 2015 through July 12, 2015; smaller increases were observed for commercial robbery 
(89%), carjacking (44%), motor vehicle theft (36%), and street robbery (33%) (Morgan and Miller, 2020). The same 
study estimated declines in arrests over the analogous timeframe, with largest declines for driving violations and 
disorderly conduct, although arrests for murder and attempted murder decreased by 28%. 
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The Baltimore Aerial Investigation Research (AIR) Pilot Program 
In May of 2020, the BPD began a six-month pilot test of the AIR program in order to 

evaluate whether the program could help detectives solve and clear cases of serious violent crime 
in the city.4 In the original plans for the AIR pilot, three manned aircraft equipped with 
specialized cameras would fly above the city during daylight hours, capturing a second-by-
second record of outdoor events. Imagery from the aircraft could then be used to support 
investigations and prosecutions of four types of crime specified in the memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) with Persistent Surveillance Systems (PSS), the vendor providing AIR 
aircraft and analysts. These crimes include homicides, nonfatal shootings with injuries, armed 
robberies (including weapons other than firearms), and carjackings. Frame rates from the 
cameras were designed to be sufficiently high to provide a nearly continuous video of events 
below, allowing PSS analysts to track suspects and witnesses both forward and backward in time 
from any crime scenes captured by the aircraft.  

As planned, PSS would receive information about the time and location of individual 
reported MOU crimes from BPD. Using the aerial imagery, PSS analysts would then construct 
annotated tracks displaying the paths traveled by people and vehicles through the city before and 
after the reported crime, noting when suspects or witnesses appeared to spend time with other 
cars, vehicles, or in homes or buildings, and sometimes developing tracks for those others that 
suspects appeared to meet with. The resolution of the aerial images was limited by the MOU to 
0.5 square meters, a level that prevented identification of individuals but allowed for the tracking 
of vehicles and individuals under some conditions. When people or vehicles were seen to pass 
CitiWatch cameras or license plate reader systems, PSS analysts could call up those existing 
surveillance systems and download video or license plate information that could help to identify 
cars, drivers, passengers, or pedestrians of interest. PSS analysts could then pass the evidence 
they collected to the detectives investigating the crime. As explicated by the MOU, the AIR 
surveillance data could not be passed to BPD in real time, but the evidence packages compiled 
by PSS analysts would be made available to detectives in the hours or days following the 
incident and might then be used to improve the investigation through, for instance, facilitating 
warrant acquisition or identifying suspects or witnesses.  

Actual Implementation 

When the Baltimore AIR program was launched on May 1, 2020, news stories highlighted 
considerable public discussion about its merits, the noise complaints it generated, and several 
lawsuits that sought to prevent the city from using the system (McLeod, 2020; Feeney, 2020; 
Krauss, 2020). As such, there appears to have been widespread public awareness of the program. 

 
4 The 2020 AIR pilot is not the first time that BPD has employed the aerial surveillance services provided by 
Persistent Surveillance Systems in Baltimore. For discussion of the earlier 2016 pilot, which was abruptly 
terminated due to controversy, see Morral et al. (2021b) and Police Foundation (2017). 
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A survey of residents in high-crime Baltimore neighborhoods conducted shortly after the 
program’s launch found that 60 percent of residents were aware of the program, most having 
learned about it from television or radio news (Cotten et al., 2020).  

The actual implementation of the AIR program, however, differed in several important 
respects from the original plan, as detailed in earlier reports about the implementation of the 
program (Morral et al., 2021a; Morral et al., 2021b). Briefly, while the plan was for three aircraft 
to work in tandem, by May 1 only one single aircraft was ready for use in the AIR program. A 
second plane did not become operational until June 17th. A third plane was acquired in August 
but was never operational in the AIR program due to the time it took to install cameras and 
acquire Federal Aviation Administration permits. Therefore, from June 17th until the end of the 
pilot, two planes took off around 9:00 a.m., weather permitting, with one covering the Eastern 
and central parts of the city and one the Western and central areas. The program also suffered 
from other implementation challenges, including a period of two months at the beginning of the 
program when few detectives were requesting AIR evidence, and a weeklong period when 
requests made by detectives were not received by the AIR program due to a communications 
system failure. These issues led PSS to produce relatively few evidence packages during May 
and June 2020, although PSS eventually backfilled evidence packages for crimes in that period. 
See Morral et al. (2021b) for further discussion of program implementation. 

Finally, several features of the AIR program limited the extent to which the planes were able 
to fly and obtain footage. In the MOU with the city, PSS agreed to fly aircraft only during 
daylight hours, and to forego use of night vision (infrared imaging) cameras. Flights were also 
restricted to weather conditions that allowed good visibility from elevations between 3,500 and 
around 9,000 feet, as well as conditions that allowed for the safe operation of the small aircraft. 
Low clouds, strong winds, heavy rain and other some other weather conditions typically 
prevented the AIR program from collecting overhead imagery. It is important to note, however, 
that the AIR program was not restricted to only investigate crimes that were observed by 
program aircraft. In some cases, PSS analysts provide AIR evidence packages to BPD for MOU 
crimes that occurred when aircraft were not even flying. Typically, these packages relied on 
evidence from the city’s CitiWatch camera system. While we do not know what proportion of 
AIR evidence packages included footage from aerial surveillance, approximately 18 percent of 
evidence packages were from crimes that occurred when BPD and PSS records suggest a plane 
was not flying. 

Figure 2.1 plots MOU incidents occurring in Baltimore during the AIR pilot period from 
May 1, 2020 to October 31, 2020. Comparing incidents for which PSS produced an AIR 
evidence package (red) to those that were not worked by PSS (black), the geographic distribution 
of crime incidents worked by PSS were spread across the city, with the exception of crimes 
occurring on the edges of the city limits. Overall, during the six months of the AIR pilot period, 
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PSS analyzed a total of 152 cases,5 corresponding to 10.1 percent of all MOU crimes that 
occurred during the pilot period. 

Figure 2.1. Locations of MOU Crimes Occurring During the AIR Pilot Period by Whether PSS 
Provided an Evidence Package for the Case (Red) or Not (Black) 

 

SOURCE: Data from Baltimore Police Department’s Record Management System, linked to data provided by PSS. 

Preliminary evaluations of the evidence produced by the AIR program indicate that there 
were specific instances where AIR generated useful evidence for solving cases. For instance, in 
one case, AIR imagery was used to track a suspect until he passed a store known to have a 
private video camera, footage from which was accessed by detectives who then used facial 
recognition technology to identify the suspect (Friedman et al., 2020). While a survey of BPD 
detectives did not find consensus on perceived value of AIR evidence for investigative purposes, 
surveyed detectives generally favored the program and most commonly reported expectations 
that the program could improve clearance rates by between 1 and 10 percentage points (Morral et 
al., 2021b). Finally, an independent audit of a subset of closed cases that had AIR evidence 
found a few cases in which AIR evidence was clearly used by detectives in closing the case, 
although most reviewed cases had insufficient documentation to determine whether AIR 
evidence was used or not (Morral et al., 2021b). While this early evidence suggests the AIR 

 
5 This number does not include 16 cases worked by PSS that were not categorized as MOU crimes in the RMS data 
(n=12) or that were not recorded in the RMS data system (n=4). 
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program was operational and producing evidence that could be used by BPD detectives, the 
overall effectiveness of the program on crime and clearance rates has not yet been evaluated.   
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Chapter 3. Data and Methods 

Our empirical approach to estimating the effects of the AIR program reflects the fact that the 
program is expected to generate effects on arrests, conviction, and crime for a particular subset 
of incidents in Baltimore, yet the program may also generate spillover effects (either positive or 
negative) on other incidents. For example, the program was designed to facilitate investigations 
of daytime MOU crimes. If this shifted the attention of detectives from nighttime crimes to 
daytime ones, it might reduce clearance rates for nighttime crimes.  Our modeling approach 
would detect this as a spillover effect of the program.  

Thus, we model AIR program effects using two parameters: one intended to capture the 
effects of the program on those incidents most directly the focus of the aerial surveillance, and 
one intended to capture potential spillover effects of the program on the outcomes we are 
measuring. We note that these spillover effects could be counter to the goals of the program (e.g., 
if the program causes crimes to shift from day to night) or could enhance potential benefits of the 
program (e.g., if criminals were unaware of the program’s constraints, we might observe 
deterrence effects beyond those times when the planes were able to surveil; because the AIR 
program involved assistance with police casework beyond just providing aerial surveillance 
records, clearance rate improvements may extend beyond cases with aerial footage). Because 
both direct and spillover effects are each of policy interest on their own, we present three 
estimates: 

• The effect of the AIR pilot period at times and under weather conditions that allowed for 
AIR program flights. This is a type of difference-in-difference effect estimator. If one 
assumes parallel trends under the null hypothesis, i.e., that the program has no spillover 
effects or indirect effects, this would be the best measure of the effect of the AIR aerial 
surveillance.     

• The effect of the AIR program at times, or in weather, that prevented AIR surveillance. 
This is intended to reflect the potential spillover effects of the AIR program, including 
those due to non-aerial surveillance applications of the program. 

• A combination of the effect of AIR when conditions allow aerial surveillance and the 
effect of AIR when it does not. We will interpret this as the overall effectiveness of the 
AIR program. 

We use a Bayesian analytic framework to estimate the posterior probability distribution for 
each of the relevant program effects. We report descriptive statistics on these distributions, 
including the probability that the program effect is greater than or less than an incident rate ratio 
of 1 (i.e., no effect). All analyses were pre-registered at https://osf.io/ptmcq/. 

https://osf.io/ptmcq/
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Data and Sample Restrictions 
Our data sources on crime and clearance rates in Baltimore come from BPD’s Record 

Management System (RMS) and BPD’s Lotus Notes system, a database used by detectives to 
record investigation notes. Our information on AIR flight times and geographic coverage come 
from PSS, which regularly provided the research team with detailed flight and case processing 
information. Additionally, we link incidents to census tract level data on poverty and 
demographics from the American Community Survey five-year aggregate data from 2014 to 
2018, and we link incidents to hourly weather condition data from the Baltimore/Washington 
International Thurgood Marshall Airport Meteorological Aerodrome Reports (METARs). 
Finally, we control for Baltimore’s population size using information from the Maryland 
Department of Commerce, COVID-19 mobility changes in Maryland using information from the 
Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation, and COVID-19 deaths in Baltimore based on data 
from the Maryland.gov GIS Data Catalogue. See Appendix Table A.4 for a description of 
measures and data sources. 

We restrict our study period to MOU crimes occurring between January 1, 2015 through 
August 19, 2021.6 For the clearance analysis, because we define clearance based on whether an 
incident was cleared within 90 days of occurrence, we exclude incidents occurring during the last 
90 days of this period; i.e., our study timeframe is restricted to incidents that occurred between 
January 1, 2015 through May 21, 2021. Because this timeframe includes a pre-period, a period in 
which the AIR pilot program was in effect, and a post-period, we have an ABA design where the 
effects of the program are identified both by changes in the outcome that occurred after the 
program was implemented as well as by any changes that occurred after the program was 
discontinued. Such designs have two control conditions and offer stronger protections against 
history effects.    

Our definition of clearance, which links each incident to its subsequent disposition status, 
differs from the definition of “clearance rate” used by the FBI, the number of cleared cases in a 
given timeframe divided by the number of incidents in the same period (Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, 2020), regardless of when those incidents occurred.  

Outcome Measures  

We have two primary outcomes of interest. First, we evaluate the effects of the AIR program 
on clearance. For our primary analysis, we define an incident as cleared within 90 days if the 
incident has a disposition of cleared by arrest or cleared by exception,7 and a disposition date 

 
6 Given some errors noted in the BPD data on incident dates, we used a pre-specified approach to resolve apparent 
typos in date fields (see Appendix A). 
7 While we had intended to also include cases closed by a designation of unfounded, this disposition status does not 
appear to be used consistently in the RMS data and the five MOU cases with a disposition status of unfounded in 
RMS do not have disposition dates assigned to them in either RMS or Lotus Notes. 
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occurring within -1 to 90 days of the incident. The choice of a 90-day follow-up window was 
made with consideration of the tradeoffs between retaining as much data as possible (preferring a 
shorter follow-up window) and ensuring we adequately capture cases that are eventually cleared 
(preferring a longer follow-up window). Other studies have shown, among cases that are 
eventually cleared, an arrest is generally made within one week or not at all (Roberts, 2008; 
Cook et al., 2019); homicides are an exception as a moderate percentage of arrests are made 6 
months or later after the incident (Cook et al., 2019). Among the 3,904 MOU incidents that 
occurred and were cleared between January 1, 2015 and August 19, 2021 in Baltimore City, 
3,438 (88 percent) meet our definition of cleared within 90 days while 435 (11 percent) were 
cleared after 90 days;8 among the cases cleared after 90 days, the median time to clearance was 
178 days. Just over half (53 percent) of these long time-to-solve crimes were armed robberies, 
about one-third (31 percent) were homicides, and a small percentage were carjackings (12 
percent) or nonfatal shootings (5 percent). 

Second, we evaluate the effects of the AIR program on MOU crime rates in Baltimore. These 
analyses are restricted to MOU crimes (homicides, nonfatal shootings involving an injury, 
carjackings, and armed robbery) that are reported to or otherwise identified by BPD and recorded 
in the RMS. We apply a hierarchy such that incidents are mutually exclusive (e.g., a homicide 
occurring in connection with an armed robbery is only counted as a homicide). The hierarchy is 
ordered by precedence as follows: homicide, nonfatal shooting involving injury, carjacking, 
armed robbery. 

Defining Exposure to the AIR Program 

The AIR period had a set start date (May 1, 2020) and end date (October 31, 2020), which 
provides temporal variability that can be used to identify the effects of AIR on clearance within 
90 days and crime rates. To protect against potential temporal confounds, ideally, we would also 
have some sort of comparison group of crimes that had similar patterns of incidence and 
clearance in the absence of the AIR program and that were unaffected by the AIR program. 
Given the AIR pilot’s design, there are several potential comparison groups that could be 
considered, but all suffer from limitations. First, non-MOU crimes were explicitly excluded from 
the AIR program’s mandate, but levels and patterns of non-MOU crime and clearance rates 
differ greatly from MOU crimes (see Figures B.1 and B.2) suggesting that non-MOU crimes do 
not appropriately describe the likely course of MOU clearance rates had the AIR program not 
been implemented. Furthermore, it is conceivable that the AIR program could affect non-MOU 
crime and clearance through several mechanisms. Second, the initial design of the AIR pilot 
restricted the geographic coverage of the program, which would potentially offer a comparison 

 
8 Thirty-one MOU incidents had a disposition status of cleared but a disposition date that preceded the incident date 
by more than one day, and 52 MOU incidents had a disposition status of closed but missing disposition date. These 
incidents are dropped from the clearance analyses. 
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group consisting of crimes occurring in geographic areas of Baltimore that were outside the 
stated AIR coverage zones. While in theory the AIR program had set coverage zones, thus 
allowing for a potential geographic comparison group outside of AIR coverage, in practice the 
coverage area extended to nearly all of Baltimore. As shown in Figure 2.1, the only regions that 
seemed not to receive coverage by AIR were on the borders of the city. For these reasons, we 
ruled out the use of non-MOU crimes or geography-based definitions of a comparison group for 
our analyses. 

However, the AIR aerial surveillance was also programmatically limited in terms of the time 
and weather conditions in which aerial operations were possible. These limitations, which 
represent physical or technical restrictions on the ability to perform aerial surveillance (e.g., 
darkness, rain, cloud cover), can be used to identify which specific time periods or crimes were 
likely to have been affected by the full effects of the AIR program, as well as which time periods 
or crimes were likely to have only been affected by the spillover and non-aerial surveillance 
effects of the AIR program. 

To leverage the differential operability of the program’s aerial surveillance in our effect 
estimation, we first generated model-based predictions of the probability that an AIR plane was 
in flight, with predictors including hour until sunset (time of day) and a wide range of weather 
data at the time the crime incident occurred (see Appendix Table A.3 for all variables used to 
model flight probability). These model-based probabilities capture the fact that, during the AIR 
pilot period, different MOU crime incidents were differentially “exposed” to the AIR programs 
aerial surveillance capabilities given constraints on the AIR planes’ operations and camera 
visibility requirements.  

We generated predicted probabilities that a PSS plane would be in the air and its camera on 
given weather and time-of-day conditions at roughly five-minute intervals during the AIR pilot 
project. Specifically, we created an indicator for whether a PSS plane was recording for each of 
56,646 unduplicated METARs records produced by Baltimore/Washington International 
Thurgood Marshall Airport between May 1, 2020 and October 31, 2020. We regressed weather 
and time of day information onto this indicator using a machine learning algorithm, generalized 
boosted regression (GBM), with fivefold cross-validation as implemented in the GBM package 
for the R statistical programming language (Friedman, 2001; Ridgeway, 2006). Weather 
information from METARs records included presence of rain, presence of thunderstorms, 
proportion overcast, cloud ceiling, wind speed, horizontal and vertical visibility and other 
conditions listed in Appendix Table A.3. Time predictors included time of day and hours until 
sunset.  

The model performed well in differentiating weather and time conditions when planes are 
and are not likely to be flying: the average model-based probabilities of a plane recording when 
planes were versus were not actually recording were 0.815 and 0.068, respectively. This 
corresponds to a coefficient of discrimination (Tjur, 2009) of 0.747. Using this model, we then 
generated predicted probabilities for whether a PSS plane could have been flying, had the AIR 
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program been in place, for all for all 614,121 time points between January 1, 2015 and August 
19, 2021 for which METARs records were available. These probabilities were then linked to the 
crime incident data. 

Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of these probabilities at the crime incident level over the 
full study period. There is clear separation with a mass of data at near-zero probability, primarily 
at night, and a mass near probability of one, primarily afternoons during clear weather 
conditions. Figure 3.1 also shows that most MOU incidents have very low probability of being 
subject to the AIR aerial surveillance; across MOU incidents, the median probability of a flight is 
equal to 0.001. This feature, which is largely attributable to the lack of AIR flights at night (see 
Appendix Figure A.2), inherently limits the ability of AIR to surveil a large proportion of serious 
crimes in the city. 

Figure 3.1. Distribution of the probability of AIR flight over Baltimore based on Weather 
Conditions and Time of Day for MOU crimes between January 1, 2015 to August 19, 2021 

 
SOURCE: Results from GBM analysis of AIR flight probabilities, whereby the GBM results were used to assign 
probabilities to all MOU incidents over the full study period. Kernel density overlaid. See Appendix A for details.  

Estimating Effectiveness 

Clearance Analysis 

To assess the effects of the AIR program on clearance rates, we predict the probability of a 
crime incident i being cleared within 90 days, πi , using a logistic regression expressed as:  

 
Logit(πi) = α1AIRperiodi + α2Flyablei + α3(AIRperiodi × Flyablei) + 𝐱𝐢

′𝛃 + 𝐳𝐢
′𝛄 

 
Where AIRperiodi is a dichotomous indicator of whether the incident occurred during the 

AIR pilot program (i.e., between May 1 and October 31 of 2020), and Flyablei is a model-based 
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measure of the probability that an AIR plane would have been flying during the incident given 
the time of day and meteorological conditions present. The model also includes two vectors of 
covariates, 𝐱𝐢 and 𝐳𝐢, with the latter set of predictors being estimated as random effects in a 
hierarchical model.    

The vector of covariates 𝐱 includes 14 predictors thought to be predictive of crime clearance 
in the research literature, as well as an overall model intercept. These include indicators for 
MOU crime type (homicide, shooting, carjacking, with armed robbery as the referent) (Cook, Ho 
and Shilling, 2017; Cook et al., 2019; Scott et al., 2019), whether the incident was flagged as 
domestic-related (Cook et al., 2019; Roberts, 2008; Baskin and Sommers, 2010; Litwin and Xu, 
2007), whether the incident occurred indoors (Regoeczi, Jarvis and Riedel, 2008; Braga, Turchan 
and Barao, 2019; McEwen and Regoeczi, 2015), whether multiple crime types were involved in 
a given incident (Roberts, 2007; Roberts, 2008; Roberts, 2015; Vaughn, 2020), whether the 
incident was reported within one day of occurrence, and whether firearms were involved 
(Roberts, 2007; Roberts, 2008; Regoeczi, Jarvis and Riedel, 2008; Vaughn, 2020; Baskin and 
Sommers, 2010; Braga, Turchan and Barao, 2019). We also control for characteristics of the 
census tract in which the crime occurred (percent in poverty, percent Black, and percent 
Hispanic), as well as a seasonal effect indicating crime incidents that occur between May 1 and 
October 31, inclusive, which were the months of the AIR pilot period. Finally, we control for 
two separate indices representing potential effects of COVID-19 in the days proximate to the 
incident, including the number of deaths in Baltimore and COVID-19-induced changes in 
mobility in Maryland. See Appendix A for further details on variable selection. 

The vector of covariates 𝐳 includes a set of predictors estimated as five random effects. Two 
predictors capture geographic variation in clearance rates by ten BPD districts and by four flight 
zones designated by PSS. Three predictors capture temporal variation across seven calendar 
years, seasonal effects across twelve months, and time-of-day effects across eight three-hour 
blocks. For each predictor, the decision to use random effects was made based on evidence that 
the leave-one-out cross validated performance of the model was better using random effects than 
when estimating each of these as fixed-effects.  

The coefficient α3 represents the effect of the AIR program when the planes could fly 
relative to when they could not and corresponds to the direct effectiveness of the aerial 
surveillance aspect of the AIR program. The estimate α1 is the effect of the AIR program when 
the planes could not fly and corresponds to the potential spillover effects of the AIR program, 
including those due to non-aerial surveillance aspects of the program.  In addition, we present a 
marginal effect that combines these two effects over the distribution of crimes in 2020, reflecting 
the overall effectiveness of the AIR program on crime clearance. We present all three of these 
effect estimates in terms of posterior median incident risk ratios (IRR) with their 80% credibility 
intervals (CIs). For the overall estimate, we also present effect sizes in terms of the change in the 
expected number of cleared MOU crimes over a hypothetical year, the change in the percentage 
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of crimes cleared expressed as an IRR, and the probability that the program has a beneficial 
effect on crime clearance.   

The logistic regression models were estimated using Bayesian methods in the STAN 
software package. Consistent with our preregistration, our priors for all parameters except the 
two key AIR effects were selected to be weakly informative. The weakly informative priors for 
covariate coefficients corresponded to N(mean = 0, sd = 1) if the predictors had been 
standardized to unit variance. The two treatment parameters were given priors of N(mean = 0, sd 
= 0.20), meaning the prior has no information on whether the program effects across all MOU 
crimes are beneficial or harmful, but our prior does expect effects to be relatively small. The 
prior for α3 implies that the true effect of the AIR program on clearance rates while the plane 
could have been flying relative to when it could not fly has a probability of 0.95 of falling 
between a log-odds increase of 0.40 and a decrease of 0.40, corresponding to a range of odds 
ratios between 1.49 and 0.67. This range reflects the fact that even when weather and time 
allowed the plane to be flying, it was not always in the air. When a plane was in the air, a 
substantial portion of crimes occurred outside the coverage area, or in a location not clearly 
captured by the cameras. Thus, even if the surveillance is extremely useful for clearing crimes 
when it is available (i.e., doubled or tripled the odds of clearing the crime), it will only be 
available for a fraction of MOU crimes even during ideal conditions. This assumed prior 
distribution is broadly consistent with the AIR process evaluation (Morral et al., 2021a), which 
investigated how often the AIR program produced evidence packages and how those evidence 
packages may have been used by BPD detectives. We also assume a prior for the effect size of 
the AIR program when the plane was not able to fly that is the same magnitude.  

A range of sensitivity tests were performed. We evaluated results for the narrower outcome 
of clearance by arrest (i.e., we do not count clearance by exception) in order to address potential 
concerns about the use of the cleared by exception as a means to inappropriately inflate clearance 
statistics (Hirschel and Faggiani, 2012; Jarvis and Regoeczi, 2009; Walfield, 2016). 
Additionally, given AIR evidence is expected to be most useful among cases that are not 
resolved at the crime scene or shortly thereafter, we conduct a sensitivity analysis restricted to 
those incidents that were more difficult to solve, i.e., those cases that were not cleared by arrest 
or exception within one day of the incident. Finally, sensitivity tests explored (1) whether effects 
on clearance differ across MOU crime types; (2) sensitivity to changing the definition of the AIR 
pilot period to be between July 6, 2020 and October 31, 2020 given the operational limitations 
faced by the program prior to July 6; and (3) sensitivity to using uninformative priors. For 
analyses on subsets of crimes and for most sensitivity tests, less informative priors of N(mean = 
0, sd = 0.50) were used for the treatment parameters (see Appendix A for details). 

Crime Rate Analysis 

We analyze crime rates aggregated to the semi-monthly level using negative binomial 
regressions. These count models were estimated on 320 strata defined by semi-month time 
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periods and by a dichotomized flyability measure (flyable vs not flyable),9 and they included an 
offset so that these crime count models function as models of crime rates. The expected count, 
μtf, within each stratum, defined by semi-month period t and flyability condition f, was modeled 
as: 

 
ln(μtf) = γ1AIRperiodt + γ2Flyablef + γ3(AIRperiodt × Flyablef) + 𝐱𝐭𝐟

′ 𝛉 + 𝐳𝐭𝐟
′ 𝛋 + ln(offsettf) 

 
Where AIRperiodt is a dichotomous indicator of whether the incident occurred during the 

AIR pilot program, and Flyablef is a dichotomized version of the probability that an AIR plane 
would have been flying given the time of day and meteorological conditions present. The model 
also includes two vectors of covariates, 𝐱 and 𝐳, with the coefficients for the latter vector of 
predictors being estimated as random effects.    

Here, AIRperiodt is an indicator for whether the semi-monthly period t occurred during the 
AIR pilot program period (1 for if the incident occurred between May and October of 2020, 0 
otherwise). Flyablef is a dichotomous indicator for the likelihood that an AIR plane could provide 
surveillance given the time of day and meteorological conditions, effectively dividing each semi-
month into two analytic strata: the conditions where the plane was likely to be able to provide 
data and the conditions where this was unlikely. This indicator is based on the continuous model-
based predicted probability of an AIR plane in flight estimated by the time and weather model 
described in the preceding section. The threshold value for high versus low flyability was 
probability equal to 0.58, i.e., any point in time with a probability higher than 0.58 was assigned 
Flyable = 1, 0 otherwise. This threshold was selected such that the proportion of incidents 
assigned a value of 1 corresponds to the proportion of incidents during the AIR program in 
which the planes were in flight (0.22).  

The vector of variables, x, includes controls for time trends, the COVID-19 pandemic, and 
the model intercept. Specifically, to control for history effects, we include a cubic time trend 
over the full time-period, and a seasonal effect for May through October (the period in which the 
AIR pilot was conducted).10 Given the overlap of the AIR pilot with the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we also control for the 28-day average of confirmed COVID-19-related deaths in Baltimore 
(lagged by seven days) and the mobility change index for Maryland (see Appendix A for details 
on variable selection). We also controlled for more complex seasonal effects on crime rates by 

 
9 Because crime rates are only defined at some aggregate level (i.e., one cannot assess a crime rate at the crime 
incident level), we have to choose some level of temporal aggregation. We chose to aggregate crimes to the semi-
month period, defined within the month such that each month consists of two approximately 15-day blocks. 
Analogously, to examine the association of flyability with crime rates, we have to aggregate crimes into groups with 
different levels of flyability; these analyses thus use a dichotomous flyability indicator, rather than a continuous one. 
10 We explored various other parameterizations of time to control for history effects (quadratic trends; quartic 
trends; models with five, six, or eight spline factors; fixed effects for year; and random effects for year). We selected 
cubic trends for our final model because these had the best model fit statistics of all models we considered.  
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including individual calendar months, z, with their parameters estimated as random effects. 
Finally, the model includes an offset term that converts the count model into a rate model. The 
offset, which is proportional to the number of person-hours covered by each of the 320 analytic 
strata, offset accounts for the fact that the amount of time is not equal across high and low 
flyability condition or across different semi-month time periods, as well as the fact that the 
population of Baltimore changes slightly over the period. For simplicity, we present all effects as 
number of crimes per year for the population of Baltimore in 2020.   

Like the clearance analyses, the coefficient γ3 represents the effect of the AIR program when 
the planes could fly relative to when they could not, corresponding to the direct effectiveness of 
the aerial surveillance aspect of the AIR program. The estimate γ1 is the effect of the AIR 
program when the planes could not fly, corresponding to the potential spillover effects of the 
AIR program, including those due to non-aerial surveillance aspects of the program. In addition, 
we present a marginal effect that combines these two effects over the distribution of flyability 
and other covariates in 2020, reflecting the overall effect of the AIR program on MOU crime 
rates. We present all three effect estimates in terms of posterior median IRRs with their 80% CIs. 
For the overall estimate, we also present effect sizes in terms of the change in the expected 
number of MOU crimes over a hypothetical year, the expected change in the crime rate 
expressed as an IRR, and the probability that the program has a beneficial effect on crime rates.   

Consistent with our preregistration, our priors for all covariate coefficients except the two 
key AIR effects were selected to be weakly informative corresponding to N(mean = 0, sd = 1) if 
the predictors had been standardized to unit variance. The two treatment parameters were given 
priors of N(mean = 0, sd = 0.10), meaning the prior has no information about whether the 
program effects on the crime rate is beneficial or harmful, but our prior does expect effects to be 
relatively small. The prior for γ3 implies a 0.95 probability that the true effect falls between an 
IRR of 0.82 and 1.22. This prior was chosen based on findings from systematic reviews of the 
effect of CCTV surveillance on crime rates (Piza et al., 2019), which generally found such 
surveillance changed crime rates by less than 10 percent. The prior for γ1 was chosen under the 
assumption that spillover effects are unlikely to be greater in magnitude than the direct program 
effects on the targeted crimes. 

 In addition to our primary analysis we explore a range of subgroup and sensitivity analyses 
which used less informative priors of N(mean = 0, sd = 0.20) for the key AIR effects. The 
sensitivity tests addressed several analytic modifications. One estimated AIR effects on crime 
rates for each of the MOU crime types, rather than across all types. We also explore sensitivity 
analyses related to: (1) using uninformative priors on all parameters; (2) using a trichotomized 
version of treatment where incident times and weather conditions with uncertain likelihood of 
having a plane in the air are excluded from the analyses (i.e., we exclude the 10 percent of 
incidents with probabilities between 0.34 to 0.76 to create more distinct high and low flyability 
groups); (3) changing the definition of the AIR period to be between July through October 2020 
(inclusive) given the operational issues faced by the program prior to July 6; (4) estimating 
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spillover effects specific to time-of-day conditions as decisions to shift criminal behavior in 
order to evade aerial surveillance may be more likely to occur across time of day rather than 
across weather conditions; (5) allowing COVID-19 effects to vary across flyability conditions; 
and (6) excluding nighttime incidents (i.e., incidents occurring between sunset and sunrise).  
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Chapter 4. Results 

Clearance Rates 

Table 4.1 presents results for the effects of AIR on clearance rates (for full regression results, 
see Appendix Table B.2). Examining the overall effect of AIR (panel A), there is little evidence 
to suggest that the AIR program improves clearance. The incidence rate ratio (IRR) for the 
overall effect of AIR on clearance for all MOU crimes is 0.98 (80% credible interval [CI]: 0.88, 
1.09), which corresponds to a 0.41 probability that AIR improves clearance rates. Looking across 
specific MOU crime types, the evidence is more supportive that AIR may increase clearance 
likelihood among carjacking incidents (probability beneficial = 0.78), although there is 
substantial uncertainty around this estimate such that we cannot rule out relatively large effects 
in either direction (IRR=1.15; 80% CI: 0.91, 1.47). The credible intervals for this effect suggest 
that, if AIR were implemented for a full year, it would likely lead to between 10 fewer and 42 
more carjacking crimes cleared.  

Decomposing the overall effects into their constituent components (panel B) suggests that 
AIR may be beneficial for clearing some subset of crimes when the plane is able to fly, but that 
these potentially beneficial effects are offset by reduced clearance when the planes were not 
flying. Specifically, if one were to believe that there were no spillover effects of the AIR 
program, and instead that what we interpret as spillover effects are actually history effects (i.e., 
the effects of some unmeasured confound that influenced crime in Baltimore from May through 
October 2020), this would imply that AIR had modest benefits for improving clearance rates 
(IRR=1.17; 80% CI: 1.01, 1.35; probability of benefit = 0.92). This effect is driven primarily by 
improved clearance for carjackings (IRR=1.38; 80% CI: 1.00, 1.85), with some suggestive 
evidence of improved clearance for homicides (IRR=1.32; 80% CI: 0.99, 1.75) and armed 
robberies (IRR=1.23; 80% CI: 0.95, 1.58). However, except for carjackings, improved clearance 
of incidents occurring when the AIR planes are able to fly is fully offset by reduced likelihood of 
clearing incidents that occurred when the AIR aerial surveillance was not operational. 

Table 4.1. Effects of AIR program on Clearance, by Crime Type 

 Panel A: Overall effect of AIR  Panel B: Effect Components  

 Overall effect  Spillover AIR*Flyability  

 IRR (80% CI) Change in annual 
# cases cleared 

Probability 
beneficial 

 IRR (80% CI) IRR (80% CI)  

All MOU 0.98 (0.88, 1.09) -9.3 (-59.9, 42.2) 0.41  0.94 (0.84, 1.05) 1.17 (1.01, 1.35)  

Homicide 1.02 (0.81, 1.28) 1.5 (-16.4, 19.4) 0.54  0.94 (0.74, 1.19) 1.32 (0.99, 1.75)  
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Shooting 0.95 (0.67, 1.36) -2.3 (-17.0, 13.4) 0.43  0.96 (0.67, 1.37) 0.96 (0.60, 1.48)  

Carjacking 1.15 (0.91, 1.47) 15.5 (-10.2, 42.4) 0.78  1.08 (0.84, 1.38) 1.38 (1.00, 1.85)  

Armed robbery 0.96 (0.81, 1.13) -10.3 (-51.0, 29.5) 0.37  0.90 (0.74, 1.08) 1.23 (0.95, 1.58)  

NOTES: N = 24,620 for all MOU crimes (1,965 homicides; 3,361 shootings; 2,877 carjackings, and 16,417 armed 
robberies). IRR = incidence rate ratio. CI = credible interval. MOU = memorandum of understanding. Overall effect 
for the change in the annual number of MOU cases cleared and associated CIs are calculated based on marginal 
effects in 2020. Change in annual number of cleared cases is the expected cases cleared in 2020 if AIR was 
operational during the whole year less the expected number of cleared cases if AIR was not operational.  

 
Figure 4.1 plots the marginal effects, and associated credible intervals, of the AIR pilot 

program at different levels of flyability probability (i.e., different exposure to “treatment”) for all 
MOU crimes. There is an increasing gradient, such that clearance likelihood increased as the 
probability of planes flying improved (based on time of day and weather conditions), but there is 
substantial uncertainty in these estimates. Even in conditions with 100 percent probability of an 
AIR plane flying, the difference in the probability of an MOU case being cleared with versus 
without AIR is 0.01 (80% CI: -0.01, 0.05). This corresponds to an IRR of 1.10 (80% CI: 0.94, 
1.27), and this small potential benefit is mitigated by the fact that most crimes occur when the 
probability of an AIR plane flying is close to zero.   

Figure 4.2 plots the analogous effects, stratified by MOU crime type. Effects on nonfatal 
shootings are minimal, but there is some evidence to suggest AIR increased clearance likelihood 
for other MOU crime types under conditions when the planes were most likely to be operational. 
The results are strongest for carjackings; for this crime type, at flyability probabilities of 0.70 
and higher, the 80% CIs are above zero and the probability of a beneficial effect of AIR exceeds 
0.90.  
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Figure 4.1. Marginal Effects of the AIR Program on Clearance Likelihood, All MOU Crimes 

NOTES: MOU = memorandum of understanding. Median marginal effects and associated credible intervals are 
calculated based on marginal effects in 2020. Red line represents no effect. 

Figure 4.2. Marginal Effects of AIR Program on Clearance Likelihood, by Crime Type 

NOTES: Median marginal effects and associated credible intervals are calculated based on marginal effects in 2020. 
Red lines represent no effect. 
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Results from the sensitivity analyses for clearance (Figure 4.3) support our main findings.11 
Across analyses, the probability that the overall effect of AIR is beneficial ranges from 0.21 
(effects on clearance by arrest only; test 3) to 0.63 (restricting to harder to solve incidents; test 
4). Restricting to clearance by arrest only does not change our estimates substantively, indicating 
that changes in clearance are not driven by changes in the use of clearance by exception. 
However, while restricting our sample of incidents to those that are not solved within one day 
(test 4) does not greatly affect our overall estimate of the effect of AIR, it yields a somewhat 
different pattern of underlying results. Namely, the magnitude of AIR’s effect on clearance of 
harder to solve cases during flyable conditions is reduced, and the spillover effects become small 
and uncertain; combined, this results in an estimate of the overall effect of the AIR program that 
is positive but close to zero (IRR=1.05; 80% CI: 0.87, 1.80). The fact that the flyable by AIR 
period interaction is near zero when examining harder to solve cases is somewhat contrary to the 
logic model of the program, which implies that novel evidence provided by aerial surveillance 
allows the clearance of crimes that would otherwise be unsolved. Still, although effect estimates 
from the harder to solve sensitivity test appear somewhat different, they are functionally 
equivalent to the main analysis conclusion that there is little evidence of a net benefit of AIR on 
overall MOU crime clearance.  

 
11 We also conducted sensitivity analyses to explore potential non-linearities in the relationship of flyability 
probability with clearance. However, these more complex models did not improve cross validation error nor did they 
meaningfully change our results. 
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Figure 4.3. Sensitivity Analyses for the Effects of AIR on Clearance Rates 

  
NOTES: Incidence rate ratios and 80% credible intervals plotted. Main results are replicated from Table 4.1. 
Sensitivity test 1 (n=24,620) replaces the priors on our causal effect parameters described in Chapter 3 with 
5/(standard deviation) for all coefficients. Sensitivity test 2 (n=24,620) defines the AIR program to be in effect from 
July through October of 2020. Sensitivity test 3 (n=24,631) redefines the outcome as clearance by arrest. Sensitivity 
test 4 (n=22,481) excludes from the analyses incidents cleared within one day of the incident date. Numerical results 
are provided in Table B.4. 

Crime Rates 

Table 4.3 shows our primary results for the effects of the AIR program on crime rates (for 
full results, see Appendix Table B.3). Examining the overall effect of AIR in panel A, we 
estimate there is a 0.97 probability that the AIR program deterred MOU crime rates during its 
operations, with the median estimate indicating a 10 percent reduction in crime rates relative to 
expectation (IRR=0.90; 80% CI: 0.85, 0.97). Looking across crime types shows this crime 
reduction is driven entirely by a reduction in armed robberies (IRR=0.75; 80% CI: 0.68, 0.81); 
effects on homicides and shootings are modest and uncertain, while carjacking rates increased 
(IRR=1.20; 80% CI: 1.04, 1.40). Decomposing these overall effects in panel B shows that the 
effects on armed robberies are due to reduced armed robbery rates for the AIR pilot period 
during conditions in which the planes were unlikely to be operating (i.e., what we are 
interpreting as spillover effects). While it is plausible that potential armed robbers were unaware 
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of the specifics of the AIR program’s operational schedule, hence creating equivalent deterrence 
regardless of the probability that a plane was flying, it is difficult to explain why deterrence of 
armed robbery would show this pattern. Furthermore, all other MOU crime types show the 
opposite pattern, with some evidence of deterrent effects during conditions of high flyability and 
potential displacement of criminal activity to conditions of low flyability. 

Table 4.2. Effects of AIR program on Crime Rates, by Crime Type 

 Panel A: Overall effect of AIR  Panel B: Effect Components  

 Overall effect  Spillover AIR*High Flyability  

 IRR (80% CI) Difference in annual # 
MOU crimes (80% CI) 

Probability 
beneficial 

 IRR (80% CI) IRR (80% CI)  

All MOU 0.90 (0.85, 0.97) -303.5 (-507.6, -92.4) 0.97  0.93 (0.87, 1.00) 0.88 (0.78, 0.99)  

Homicide 1.06 (0.92, 1.21) 16.5 (-24.0, 58.3) 0.29  1.08 (0.94, 1.24) 0.91 (0.72, 1.15)  

Shooting 0.97 (0.87, 1.09) -14.7 (-80.4, 50.7) 0.62  1.06 (0.94, 1.20) 0.67 (0.54, 0.83)  

Carjacking 1.20 (1.04, 1.40) 87.4 (18.0, 161.1) 0.05  1.24 (1.06, 1.45) 0.82 (0.62, 1.08)  

Armed robbery 0.75 (0.68, 0.81) -493.3 (-632.6, -353.4) 1.00  0.74 (0.67, 0.82) 1.03 (0.89, 1.18)  

NOTES: N = 320. IRR = incidence rate ratio. CI = credible interval. MOU = memorandum of understanding. Overall 
effect change in MOU crime and associated CIs calculated based on average marginal effects in 2020. Change in 
annual number of MOU crimes is the expected number of MOU crimes in 2020 if AIR was operational during the 
whole year less the expected number of MOU crimes if AIR was not operational. 

 
Results from the sensitivity analyses (see Figure 4.4) for crime rates do little to help resolve 

this puzzling pattern of results. Using less informative priors (sensitivity test 1), redefining the 
AIR period to be from July through October of 2020 (sensitivity test 2), excluding incidents with 
flyability probabilities in the middle of the probability distribution (i.e., probabilities ranging 
from 0.34 to 0.76; sensitivity test 3), or defining treatment exposure based on time-of-day only 
(sensitivity test 4) result in minimal change to our main results. Across these four sensitivity 
analyses, the probabilities that AIR has beneficial effects in deterring crime range from 0.94 to 
0.98. Furthermore, the results of sensitivity test 4 do not suggest that spillover effects are any 
more or less likely to occur across times of day versus across weather conditions. 

Our final two sensitivity analyses (sensitivity tests 5-6) are intended to try to better account 
for potential differential effects of the COVID-19 pandemic (or other confounding factors 
correlated with the timing of AIR) across different crime types, e.g., if social distancing 
behaviors differentially influenced rates of daytime versus nighttime crime. In sensitivity test 5, 
which allows potential effects of the COVID-19 pandemic to vary by high flyability versus low 
flyability crimes, results are similar to those from our primary analysis. In sensitivity test 6, when 
we exclude nighttime crime incidents, estimates are slightly larger in magnitude but again similar 
to the main results (probability beneficial = 0.99). Together, these results suggest a relatively 
sizeable deterrent effect on armed robberies during the AIR period (e.g., implementation of AIR 
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for a full year would result in 350 to 630 fewer armed robberies; see Table 4.2, panel A), but this 
apparent deterrent effect is unrelated to whether any planes were actually flying (Table 4.2, panel 
B). Because the deterrent effect is primarily due to reductions in armed robbery and those 
reductions are unrelated to whether a plane was flying, it may seem plausible that this effect is 
due to some unmeasured confounder or history effect, rather than the AIR program itself. 
However, the timing of the reduction in armed robbery is very closely aligned with the specific 
period of the AIR pilot (see Appendix Figure B.3). 

Figure 4.4. Sensitivity Analyses for the Effects of AIR on Crime Rates 

 
NOTES: Incidence rate ratio and 80% credible intervals plotted. Main results are replicated from Table 4.2. Sensitivity 
test 1 uses uninformative priors on our causal effect parameters. Sensitivity test 2 defines the AIR program to be in 
effect from July through October of 2020. Sensitivity test 3 excludes incidents with flyability probabilities in the middle 
of the probability distribution (i.e., probabilities ranging from 0.34 to 0.76) from the crime aggregates. Sensitivity test 4 
measures flyability probability (and hence categorizes high flyability) based only on time of day. Sensitivity test 5 adds 
two covariates to the model: the interaction of high flyability with the COVID-19 death index, and the interaction of 
high flyability with the COVID-19 mobility index. Sensitivity test 6 excludes all night-time incidents occurring between 
sunset and sunrise from the crime aggregates. Numerical results are provided in Table B.5.  
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Chapter 5. Discussion 

More than 50 percent of violent crimes committed in U.S. cities are not cleared by arrest or 
exception (Federal Bureau of Investigation, 2020). In many cities, like Baltimore, more than half 
of murders go unsolved, leading police agencies to explore a range of new approaches to 
investigating crimes. The AIR pilot program was one such experiment testing whether manned 
aircraft collecting persistent, large-area surveillance, combined with additional investigative 
resources to extract potential evidence from surveillance data, could improve justice outcomes 
and reduce serious crime in the city of Baltimore.  

Leveraging the timing and operational restrictions of the AIR pilot program, we find it is 
unlikely that the AIR program improved clearance rates for MOU crimes; specifically, we 
estimate a 0.41 probability that AIR improved clearance rates for those crimes, which means 
there is a 59% chance that the program did not improve clearance rates for those crimes. 
Decomposing this overall effect by crime type and by conditions in which the AIR aerial 
surveillance was differentially likely to operate, we find some evidence that AIR had beneficial 
effects on clearance rates for carjacking, homicide, and armed robbery incidents that occurred 
when the planes were more likely to be operating. However, these beneficial effects were fully 
offset by reduced clearance rates for incidents occurring under conditions unamenable to AIR 
flight operations (e.g., night-time, or cloudy weather). To the extent we find evidence of an effect 
of AIR on crime clearance, it is a shift in which MOU crimes get cleared rather than how many 
of these crimes get cleared. 

Our estimates suggest serious limits on the ability of the aerial surveillance component of the 
AIR program, as it was implemented, to meaningfully improve citywide clearance rates for 
serious crimes. AIR evidence packages were developed for only 10% of the roughly 1500 MOU 
crimes that occurred during the AIR pilot, limiting the possible magnitude of its direct effects on 
clearance rates. It is plausible that additional aircraft and flight hours would increase the number 
of crimes for which the program could provide evidence, but this type of data collection is 
inherently limited because a substantial majority of crime occurs in darkness or during cloud 
cover, and some crimes produce no useful visual evidence from the air even when a plane is 
present. Thus, it is not clear from our results how much program performance might be improved 
with an expanded or enhanced implementation. Furthermore, while there are other aspects of the 
AIR program (e.g., supporting BPD analysis of CCTV cameras and license plate readers, 
improving data documentation) that could expand the breadth of incidents affected by AIR, our 
results are more supportive of detrimental effects of AIR on clearance rates for crimes occurring 
in conditions when AIR planes were unlikely to be flying. This may reflect a shift in policing 
resources and effort away from crimes for which no AIR evidence was available, to those with 
AIR evidence. 
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MOU crimes that occurred during the AIR pilot had relatively low clearance rates. Across 
MOU crimes, for instance, only 14% of those that occurred during the AIR pilot were cleared 
within 90 days. It is conceivable, therefore, that the factor constraining clearance rates in 
Baltimore in 2020 was not chiefly the availability of evidence. For example, if the limit on crime 
clearance is primarily the number of detectives working these cases, providing detectives with 
additional investigative leads through AIR (or other means) may do little to increase clearance 
rates. Time detectives spent following up on AIR program leads may come out of time that 
would have been spent following up on other productive leads. If so, the potential benefits of 
AIR may not have been fully realized in the Baltimore trial; other cities with higher clearance 
rates may find stronger effects of the program on their case outcomes.  

Although these findings suggest a low probability that the AIR program improves clearance, 
we find that AIR was associated with reductions in crime rates for the targeted crimes, with an 
estimated 0.97 probability of beneficial effects. Taken with the pattern of findings for clearance, 
these estimated deterrence effects of AIR are not due to changes in arrest probability. Indeed, the 
MOU crime type with the strongest evidence of experiencing improved clearance rates 
(carjackings) was the one crime type for which crime rates appear to have increased during the 
AIR pilot; notably this increase occurred during conditions when AIR planes were unlikely to be 
operational, which may suggest changes in carjacking behavior in an attempt to evade AIR 
surveillance. However, those small increases in rates of carjacking were more than offset by a 
reduction in rates of armed robbery, which decreased by around 25% during the AIR pilot.  

Our research contributes to a larger literature on strategies to improve police effectiveness 
(Braga and MacDonald, 2019). Recent work supports a positive correlation between police 
investigative effort and clearance by arrest, in large part due to the role of effort in securing 
stronger evidence (Cook et al., 2019; Wellford et al., 2019; Braga and Dusseault, 2018; Braga, 
Turchan and Barao, 2019). Studies focused on surveillance technologies (e.g., CCTV and license 
plate readers) suggest potential benefits of these technologies on case closures in certain 
contexts, but highlight that these effects depend on other technical and organizational factors 
(Koper et al., 2021; Koper and Lum, 2019; Ashby, 2017; Piza et al., 2015). The results of the 
AIR pilot are broadly consistent with these studies. While we find a relatively high probability 
(0.78) that AIR had beneficial effects on clearance rates for carjackings, particularly those that 
occurred while the planes were operating, this did not translate into overall improvements in 
BPD’s ability to clear serious crimes. The failure of AIR to produce net benefits for clearance 
across the range of MOU crimes may reflect tradeoffs that are an important feature of police 
operations. With a finite detective force and large number of unsolved crimes, time spent 
investigating any given case takes away police time available for investigating other cases. For 
AIR to improve overall clearance rates, it is not sufficient to clear specific crimes that would 
have otherwise gone uncleared; the program must improve efficiencies such that each detective 
clears more crimes per week. If the investigative leads generated from AIR data were critical for 
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clearing many cases, but those leads required the reallocation of effort away from other cases, 
the program will affect which crimes get cleared but not the number of crimes cleared.  

Our findings are also relevant to the crime deterrence literature more broadly (Chalfin and 
McCrary, 2017; Nagin, 2013; Apel, 2013). As with other surveillance technologies or enhanced 
policing patrols, our results support a general criminal deterrence effect whereby AIR reduces 
crime by increasing the perceived risk of apprehension among potential offenders (Welsh and 
Farrington, 2009; Chalfin and McCrary, 2017). The deterrence effect of AIR occurs even without 
an actual change in risk of apprehension, consistent with prior literature showing weak 
relationships between perceived and actual risks of facing arrest or incarceration (Kleck and 
Barnes, 2014)(Lochner, 2007; Kleck et al., 2005). Given that the pilot program was widely 
publicized (McLeod, 2020; Baltimore Police Department, 2020), it is possible that the AIR pilot 
changed apprehension expectations even without changing actual arrest probabilities. However, 
it is unclear the extent to which these deterrence effects could be sustained over a longer 
timeframe in the absence of actual increases in arrest likelihood (Nagin, 1998). Similarly, a large 
fraction of the crimes that appear to have been deterred were under conditions in which the AIR 
planes could not actually conduct surveillance (e.g., at night or in cloudy conditions). It is 
possible that these potential deterrent effects would not persist once these limits on the 
surveillance capabilities were more broadly known.  

There are several limitations to our study. First, the timing of this pilot program overlapped 
with a particularly tumultuous period in the U.S. The pilot program occurred in the midst of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, a time of shifting crime trends and service needs, as well as substantial 
challenges to criminal justice system entities (Jackson et al., 2021). The program was also 
launched shortly before the killing of George Floyd by police in Minneapolis led to racial justice 
protests and increasing calls to change policing practices across the U.S. Similarly, there may 
have been other changes in Baltimore or within BPD that coincided with the timing of the AIR 
pilot (i.e., May to October of 2020) not accounted for in our models that may lead to biased 
estimates of the AIR program effects. However, our difference-in-differences estimates 
(AIR*Flyability), which show a similarly high probability (0.93) that AIR reduced MOU crime 
rates, are more robust against these types of confounds; any potential confound would have to (1) 
change contemporaneously with the AIR pilot period and (2) differentially affect incidents 
occurring in flyable versus un-flyable conditions.12 Moreover, our research design and analysis 
included multiple strategies for minimizing confounding from history effects. The AIR period 
effects are identified by changes both when the program started and when it stopped, making it 
harder to attribute observed effects to a single confounding event; we spent considerable time in 
model selection (prior to estimating AIR effects) ensuring that our time trends were sufficiently 

 
12 Conversely, compared to our overall estimates of program effects, the difference-in-differences estimate is more 
subject to bias from spillover effects. Thus, preference for one estimate or the other depends on how one weighs 
concerns about potential temporal confounds against concerns about spillover effects of AIR to crimes that occurred 
during conditions of the pilot period where AIR planes were unlikely to fly. 
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flexible to model variation over time in a way that minimized cross-validated predictive error; 
we tested a range of COVID covariates to ensure we selected the variables most associated with 
each outcome; and we performed sensitivity tests to verify that the estimated effects were not 
meaningfully biased by omitted interactions involving those COVID covariates.     

Second, our evaluation relies heavily on the completeness and accuracy of the BPD data. 
These data omit criminal incidents that are not reported to law enforcement (and not otherwise 
identified by law enforcement), although under-reporting is likely less severe for MOU crimes 
such as homicides and motor vehicle thefts (Baumer and Lauritsen, 2010). Furthermore, our 
estimates may be biased if the AIR pilot program caused changes in crime reporting behavior 
rather than changes in actual crime. Studies have found that improvements in the quality of 
policing services can lead to higher rates of crime reporting (Levitt, 1998; Miller and Segal, 
2019; Cunningham, 2016). Thus, if the AIR program substantially improved citizens’ 
perceptions that crimes were solved, our estimates may understate the program’s effects on 
actual crime.  

Overall, our study provides the first quasi-experimental evidence for how the AIR program 
impacts clearance and crime rates. We find a low probability that the program improved BPD 
clearance rates for the targeted crimes, although it appears to have improved clearance rates for 
carjacking. There was stronger evidence of a deterrent effect of the program on crime rates; 
however (a) most of this potential benefit is due to reductions in armed robbery that are unrelated 
to whether AIR could conduct aerial surveillance, and (b) it is not clear that these benefits are 
sustainable if the program does not increase the probability that criminals are arrested. Given the 
estimated benefits appear unrelated to the aerial surveillance component of the program---which 
are a costly and controversial part of the program---investment in AIR is likely not the most 
efficient use of resources to improve policing operations and improve crime outcomes among 
police departments that have very low clearance rates and that face other operational issues.  

While we found little public safety benefit of the AIR pilot project in Baltimore, it is worth 
noting that the MOU with BPD required that the AIR vendor use technology and procedures that 
provided less information for investigators than these systems could technically have provided. 
In particular, camera resolution was intentionally limited so that individuals’ hair color, race, 
gender, clothing and other identifying characteristics could not be distinguished, and night flights 
and night vision cameras were prohibited. These limits were established within the program 
MOU to avoid violations of the constitutional prohibition against unreasonable searches. 
However, after the AIR programs’ completion in October 2020, the United States Court of 
Appeals for the Fourth Circuit found that the program did violate 4th amendment protections 
against unreasonable and warrantless searches (Leaders of a Beautiful Struggle v. Baltimore 
Police Department, 2020). Future implementations of broad-area aerial surveillance for civilian 
law enforcement are thus likely to require even greater restrictions on the data collected at the 
procedures for using of the data, such as further constraints on the quality of the images or 
requirements for search warrants for each specific incident prior to accessing surveillance data. 
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Thus, while the AIR program was intentionally limited relative to surveillance that is feasible 
with existing technology, it is likely that future implementations will be even narrower in focus.  
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Appendix A. Details on Methodology 

Assigning Incident Dates and Restricting the Sample 

We apply the following rules using the three RMS date fields: reported.date, from.date, and 
end.date: 

1. Assume incident occurred on from.date because this field is supposed to encode the 
incident date (as opposed to reported.date, when the incident was reported to police, and 
end.date, which seems to encode things like when a person died of injuries making the 
crime a homicide or when the case was reclassified as a suicide instead of a homicide). 

2. If reported.date is non-missing and identical to from.date except for the year, use end.date 
to disambiguate the year. This affects 537 (0.2%) of all cases and 54 (0.2%) of MOU 
cases in the RMS data. 

3. If reported.date is 30 days or less earlier than from.date, use reported.date because it often 
happens that someone dies of injuries after the crime making the homicide determination 
come after the crime is reported. This affects 2,765 (1.7%) of all cases and 479 (0.8%) of 
MOU cases in the RMS data. 

4. If reported.date is more than 30 days earlier than from.date, drop the case from the 
analysis. These are often cases that are reclassified as a homicide months or even years 
after the event. This affects 376 (0.3%) of all cases and 78 (0.1%) of MOU cases in the 
RMS data. 

After applying this algorithm, and restricting the sample period to January 1, 2015 through 
August 19, 2021, we have 283,056 recorded incidents. Of these, 3,272 (1.2 percent) are only in 
the Lotus Notes system and not in RMS, and we drop these from the analyses. 

This results in a total sample of 279,784 incidents, of which 25,621 are classified in RMS as 
MOU crimes. Table A.1. summarizes the disposition statuses of these 25,621 MOU crimes.  

Table A.1. Disposition Status by MOU Crime Type 

 Homicide Shooting Armed robbery Carjacking All MOU crimes 

Missing 71 139 218 18 446 

Arrest – adult 560 261 1,875 329 3,025 

Arrest – juvenile 2 2 305 182 491 

Exception 132 29 212 62 435 

Open – not cleared 1,312 3,118 14,397 2,392 21,219 

Unfounded 0 5 0 0 5 

Total 2,077 3,554 17,007 2,983 25,621 

SOURCES: From BPD RMS system. MOU = memorandum of understanding 
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The 446 MOU cases (1.7 percent) with missing disposition status are included in the crime 

effect analysis but are dropped for the clearance effect analysis. Three MOU cases are coded as 
cleared but with disposition dates after the study time period; these disposition dates are recoded 
to missing and dropped from the clearance effect analysis. For eight MOU incidents where the 
disposition date preceded the incident date, the year of disposition disagreed with the year of all 
other date fields, and all other date fields had the same year, we replaced disposition year with 
that alternative year. For 150 MOU incidents where the disposition date from RMS was missing, 
the Lotus Notes disposition date was non-missing, and RMS and Lotus Notes agreed on the 
disposition status, we assigned disposition date using the Lotus Notes value. 

Among those MOU cases that are closed (i.e., arrest, exception, or unfounded), the time to 
disposition is summarized in Table A.2 (with the distribution of days between incident and 
disposition shown in Figure A.1). 

Table A.2. Time to Disposition Among Closed Cases, MOU Crimes Only 

 Homicide Shooting Armed robbery Carjacking All MOU crimes 

Arrest within [-1,90] days 480 (69%) 241 (81%) 1,997 (83%) 467 (82%) 3,185 (81%) 

Arrest within >90 days 72 (10%) 15 (5%) 143 (6%) 29 (5%) 259 (7%) 

Arrest within <-1 days 10 (1%) 1 (0%) 12 (1%) 4 (1%) 27 (1%) 

Arrest, date missing 0 (0%) 6 (2%) 28 (1%) 11 (2%) 45 (1%) 

Exception within [-1,90] days 69 (10%) 22 (7%) 122 (5%) 40 (7%) 253 (6%) 

Exception within >90 days 61 (9%) 7 (2%) 86 (4%) 22 (4%) 176 (4%) 

Exception within <-1 days 2 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (0%) 

Exception, date missing 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (0%) 

Unfounded, date missinga 0 (0%) 5 (2%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 5 (0%) 

Total 694 297 2,392 573 3,956 

NOTE: From BPD RMS system. MOU = memorandum of understanding aAll five unfounded MOU crimes had 
disposition date missing. 
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Figure A.1. Time to Disposition Among Closed MOU Cases 

 
NOTE: MOU = memorandum of understanding. Restricted to incidents that were cleared by arrest or exception, with 
disposition date greater than or equal to incident date. This excludes 951 (4.3%) of the cleared non-MOU incidents 
where the RMS data indicated a disposition date prior to the incident date, as well as 217 (5.7%) of the cleared MOU 
incidents where the RMS data indicated a disposition date prior to the incident date. 

Flyability Modeling 
Table A.3. lists the variables used in three sets of GBM models estimated to produce 

probabilities conditional on weather and time that a PSS plane would be recording if the AIR 
program was operational. In the primary model, all weather and time variables listed in Table 
A.3 were regressed onto an indicator of whether a PSS plane was recording during the AIR 
program (May 1, 2020 through October 31, 2020).  

In a secondary model, we examined how well weather variables alone could distinguish 
flight probabilities during the hours when PSS flights were most common, and during the months 
when the AIR program had two aircraft available to conduct flights. For this model, all variables 
except Obs.hour and Hours.sunset from the 7,699 METARs records recorded from July 1, 2020, 
to October 31, 2020 between the hours of 1:00 pm EDT and 5:00 pm EDT, were regressed onto 
the indicator for PSS planes recording. This model distinguished between conditions in which 
planes would and would not be flying less well. The average modeled probability of flight 
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recordings for times when planes were and were not actually flying was 0.770 and 0.326, 
respectively. This corresponds to a coefficient of discrimination of 0.444. 

The final model we examined used only time variables (Obs.hour and Hours.sunset) to 
predict whether PSS flights were recording, using all 56,646 timepoints for which METARs 
records were collected from May 1, 2020, to October 31, 2020. The average model-based 
probability of a PSS flight recording when such a flight was and was not actually recording was 
0.594 and 0.150, respectively. This corresponds to a coefficient of discrimination of 0.444. 

Probability distributions for the three different versions of the model used to predict AIR 
flyability are shown in Figure A.2. As shown, both weather and time of day contribute to the 
flyability probability variability we use in our primary analyses. 

Table A.3. Time and weather predictors of PSS flight recordings 

Variable Definition 
Obs.hour Hour of the day 
Hours.sunset Minutes until sunset at obs.hour 
SCTn, SCTn-L1 Elevation of lowest scattered clouds (hundreds of feet): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 

of S OVCn, OVCn-L1 Elevation of lowest overcast (hundreds of feet): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
BKNn, BKNn-L1 Elevation of lowest broken clouds (hundreds of feet): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
Wsp, Wsp-L1 Wind speed: current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
Vis, Vis-L1 Horizontal visibility (miles): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
BKNc, BKNc-L1 Presence of broken clouds (Y/N): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
RA, RA-L1 Presence of rain (Y/N): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
SCTc, SCTc-L1 Presence of scattered clouds (Y/N): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
OVCc, OVCc-L1 Presence of overcast (Y/N): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
TS, TS-L1 Presence of thunderstorm (Y/N): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
VVc, VVc-L1 Presence of vertical visibility code (Y/N): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
VVn, VVn-L1 Height of vertical visibility (hundreds of feet): current and 1 hour lag and one hour lag 
NOTE: Times and weather conditions were taken from METARs records produced by the Baltimore/Washington 
International Thurgood Marshall Airport. Hours until sunset was calculated semimonthly based on National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) estimates for the center of Baltimore City.   
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Figure A.2. Probability of AIR flight over Baltimore based on Weather Conditions and/or Time of 
Day, Incident Level, from January 1, 2015 to August 19, 2021 

 
SOURCE: Results from GBM analysis of AIR flight probabilities, whereby the GBM results were used to assign 
probabilities to all MOU incidents over the full study period. See Appendix A for details. 

Effect Estimation 
Table A.4 lists the full set of measures considered in our analyses. We conducted preliminary 

analysis, excluding the AIR pilot period, in order to determine which variables could be dropped 
without worsening model fit. Based on this preliminary analysis, we excluded the following 
variables from the clearance rate models: day of week, the lagged cumulative MOU crime rate, 
and the proportion of the census tract where the crime occurred who are aged 18 to 29 years. We 
also collapsed hour of day into three-hour blocks and modelled month, hour of day, PSS zone, 
and BPD district as random effects. For both the crime and clearance models, model fit statistics 
indicated better fit from modeling months as random versus fixed effects or splines with between 
five and eight factors. We also include a fixed effect indicator for May through October to 
protect against confounding related to seasonal effects specific to the time of year in which the 
AIR pilot program was conducted. COVID-induced mobility changes were based on analysis of 
cell-phone mobility data by the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME), available at 
https://www.healthdata.org. This publicly available measure compares the extent of cell phone 
movements in Maryland beginning in March 2020 to an expected amount of movement on each 

https://www.healthdata.org
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day from a statistical model estimated on 2019 data. This index reflects the reduction in 
shopping, commuting, and other social activities due to the COVID-19 social-distancing 
precautions. COVID-19 deaths in Baltimore were assessed as the number of deaths confirmed or 
suspected to be due to COVID-19 in Baltimore County over a 28-day period, downloaded from 
https://data.imap.maryland.gov. Because deaths tend to lag in time other indicators of COVID-
19, we explored various lags and selected the best-predicting time lag for each analysis. When 
predicting crime clearance, the 28-day period was centered was 14-days after the date of the 
crime. For example, the COVID-19 death index for May 1, 2020 is based on the number of 
COVID-19 deaths from May 1 to May 28. For predicting crime rates in each semi-month period, 
we first created the daily index of deaths. For crime rates the most predictive lag was 7-days, for 
example the value for May 8 is based on the number of COVID-19 deaths from May 1 to May 
28. To obtain the value for a specific semi-month period, we then averaged the daily values for 
that period.  

Table A.4. Measures Used to Estimate Effectiveness of AIR Program 

Measure Description Source 

Outcome measuresa    

Number of crimes Number of crimes occurring in a given month  RMSc 

Clearance rate  Indicator for whether an incident was cleared by 
arrest or exception within -1 to 90 days  

 RMSc 

Exposure measures    

AIR periodb A dummy for whether the incident occurred when 
the AIR program was operational (5/1/20-10/31/20) 

 RMS 

Probability of flight Model-predicted probability of an AIR plane in flight, 
with predictors including hour until sunset (time of 
day) and weather data at the time the crime incident 
occurred 

 RMS, PSS, METARs 

Covariates    

Time factors Incident date, month, hour of day, day of weekd  RMSc 

Incident factors Crime type; whether incident occurred indoors; 
whether reported date is within one day of incident; 
indicator for a domestic incident; indicator for 
firearm involvement; multiple crime types assigned 
to a single incident; lagged cumulative crime rate in 
Baltimore (or in the relevant BPD district) d 

 RMS 

Location factors Indicators for incident occurrence in each BPD 
district (9-level); indicators for whether incident 
occurred in each PSS coverage zone (North, East, 
West, Southwest) based on longitude and latitude 

 RMS, LotusNotese 

Community factors Proportion of population in census tract where 
incident occurred: (1) below the poverty line, (2) 
non-Hispanic Black; (3) Hispanic; (4) aged 18-29d 

 American Community 
Survey 5-year  

https://data.imap.maryland.gov
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Population Annual population of Baltimore  Maryland Department of 
Commerce  

COVID-19 factors Standardized index based on COVID-19 deaths in 
Baltimore; standardized index based on cell phone 
mobility data from Maryland 

 Derived from 
Maryland.gov and/or 
IHME 

NOTE: a Outcome and exposure variables for sensitivity analyses not included here. b We are assuming all AIR 
program effects (at least those of interest) are incurred only for those crime incidents that occur during the pilot 
period, i.e., effects of the AIR program do not persist such as to influence crime incidents that occur after the program 
has ended. c There are often inconsistencies and seeming errors in the date fields within RMS. We assign incident 
date information (day, month, and year) using the pre-specified rubric defined previously in Appendix A. While we 
prioritize RMS information on disposition dates, in some cases we also use information on case closure dates from 
Lotus Notes (see previous information in Appendix A). dBased on model fit statistics calculated in preliminary 
analyses excluding the treatment variables, we decided to exclude these variables from the final regression model. 
eBased on communication with BPD indicating that the LotusNotes geolocation data are updated more consistently 
than the RMS geolocation data, we prioritized the LotusNotes geolocation data where available, and used RMS 
location data when LotusNotes data were unavailable. 

 

Sensitivity Tests 
All clearance analysis sensitivity tests except for the uninformative priors test (sensitivity test 

1) used minimally informative priors for all predictors other than the AIR treatment effects. 
These priors were equivalent to N(0, 1) for normalized predictors and N(0, 0.5) for the AIR 
treatment parameters. For the uninformative priors test, predictors other than the AIR treatment 
effects had a N(0, 5) prior, while the AIR treatment parameters had priors of N(0, 5) on the 
normalized parameters.  

All crime analysis sensitivity tests except for the uninformative priors test (sensitivity test 1) 
used minimally informative priors for all predictors other than the AIR treatment effects. These 
priors were equivalent to N(0, 1) for the normalized predictors and N(0, 0.2) for the AIR 
treatment parameters. For the uninformative priors test, all predictors except the AIR treatment 
parameters had a N(0, 5) prior while the AIR treatment parameters had had priors of N(0, 5) on 
the normalized parameters.  
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Appendix B. Supplemental Results 

Figure B.1. Crime Counts, Approximately Three-Month Moving Average, by Crime Type,  
January 2015 to August 2021 

 
NOTES: Data from Baltimore Police Department’s Record Management System. Crime counts are averaged over 
seven two-week periods. MOU = memorandum of understanding. 
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Figure B.2. Proportion of Crimes Cleared within 90 Days, Three-Month Moving Average,  
January 2015 to May 2021 

NOTES: Data from Baltimore Police Department’s Record Management System. MOU = memorandum of 
understanding. 

 

Table B.1. Summary Statistics for Measures Used to Estimate Effectiveness of AIR Program 

Measure 
Total 

Mean (SD) 
Non-AIRa 
Mean (SD) 

AIRa 
Mean (SD) 

Crime analysis (N=320)    

Target crime rate (per day) 10.33 (3.14) 10.55 (3.12) 7.63 (1.78) 

Homicide rate 0.87 (0.41) 0.86 (0.41) 0.93 (0.38) 

Shooting rate 1.46 (0.65) 1.45 (0.65) 1.62 (0.61) 

Carjacking rate 1.14 (0.66) 1.12 (0.65) 1.28 (0.76) 

Armed robbery rate 6.86 (2.47) 7.11 (2.39) 3.80 (0.89) 

COVID deaths, 28-day avg, lag 7 days 0.66 (1.59) 0.49 (1.42) 2.77 (2.05) 

COVID mobility -7.09 (14.34) -4.89 (12.39) -34.27 (7.04) 

Clearance analysis (N=24,638)    

Case cleared in 90 days 0.14 (0.35) 0.14 (0.35) 0.14 (0.35) 
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Incident factors    

Homicide 0.08 (0.27) 0.08 (0.27) 0.12 (0.32) 

Shooting 0.14 (0.34) 0.13 (0.34) 0.22 (0.41) 

Carjacking 0.12 (0.32) 0.11 (0.32) 0.18 (0.38) 

Armed robbery 0.67 (0.47) 0.68 (0.47) 0.49 (0.50) 

Domestic 0.02 (0.14) 0.02 (0.14) 0.02 (0.16) 

Inside 0.22 (0.42) 0.23 (0.42) 0.18 (0.39) 

Reported quickly 0.96 (0.20) 0.96 (0.20) 0.98 (0.14) 

Concomitant crime 0.17 (0.37) 0.16 (0.37) 0.26 (0.44) 

Firearm involved 0.77 (0.42) 0.77 (0.42) 0.77 (0.42) 

Flyability probability 0.24 (0.38) 0.24 (0.38) 0.22 (0.35) 

Location factors    

PSS zone north 0.33 (0.47) 0.33 (0.47) 0.34 (0.48) 

PSS zone east 0.49 (0.50) 0.49 (0.50) 0.48 (0.50) 

PSS zone west 0.49 (0.50) 0.49 (0.50) 0.52 (0.50) 

PSS zone southwest 0.39 (0.49) 0.39 (0.49) 0.40 (0.49) 

BPD district: Central 0.11 (0.31) 0.11 (0.31) 0.09 (0.29) 

BPD district: Eastern 0.09 (0.29) 0.09 (0.29) 0.11 (0.31) 

BPD district: Northeast 0.15 (0.35) 0.15 (0.35) 0.12 (0.33) 

BPD district: Northern 0.11 (0.31) 0.11 (0.31) 0.10 (0.30) 

BPD district: Northwest 0.11 (0.31) 0.11 (0.31) 0.11 (0.32) 

BPD district: Southeast 0.13 (0.34) 0.13 (0.34) 0.13 (0.34) 

BPD district: Southern 0.11 (0.31) 0.11 (0.31) 0.09 (0.29) 

BPD district: Southwest 0.10 (0.30) 0.10 (0.30) 0.12 (0.32) 

BPD district: Western 0.09 (0.28) 0.09 (0.28) 0.09 (0.29) 

BPD district: Missing/Multiple 0.01 (0.12) 0.01 (0.11) 0.03 (0.17) 

Community factors    

Poverty rate 0.26 (0.12) 0.26 (0.12) 0.27 (0.12) 

Proportion Black non-Hispanic 0.65 (0.31) 0.65 (0.31) 0.68 (0.31) 

Proportion Hispanic 0.06 (0.09) 0.06 (0.09) 0.06 (0.08) 

COVID factors    

COVID deaths, 28-day avg, lag 14 days 0.45 (1.37) 0.32 (1.22) 2.50 (1.82) 

COVID mobility -4.58 (12.34) -2.69 (9.97) -34.09 (7.15) 

NOTE: a We are assuming all AIR program effects (at least those of interest) are incurred only for those crime 
incidents that occur during the pilot period, i.e., effects of the AIR program do not persist such as to influence crime 
incidents that occur after the program has ended. 
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Table B.2. Clearance Models, Full Results 

 

Mean 
Coefficient 
Estimate  

Median 
Coefficient 
Estimate 

80% Credible 
Interval 

95% Credible 
Interval 

(AIR period)*(Treatment probability) 0.204  0.205 0.014, 0.393 -0.080, 0.484 

AIR period -0.082 -0.084 -0.228, 0.064 -0.308, 0.140 

Treatment probability 0.060 0.062 -0.032, 0.152 -0.079, 0.197 

Crime type     

Armed robbery Ref. Ref. Ref. Ref. 

Homicide 1.259 1.259 1.178, 1.340 1.135, 1.383 

Shooting -0.444 -0.445 -0.581, -0.307 -0.656, -0.235 

Carjacking 0.596 0.596 0.521, 0.667 0.484, 0.707 

Domestic incident 1.543 1.543 1.413, 1.673 1.342, 1.750 

Indoor incident 0.435 0.436 0.376, 0.436 0.347, 0.525 

Firearm-involved -0.480 -0.480 -0.538, -0.422 -0.566, -0.392 

Multiple crimes associated with the incident 0.268 0.268 0.162, 0.376 0.110, 0.431 

Reported within one day of incident -0.518 -0.516 -0.630, 0.412 -0.686, -0.353 

Poverty rate -0.228 -0.230 -0.523, 0.068 -0.673, 0.220 

Proportion non-Hispanic Black -0.421 -0.423 -0.571, -0.270 -0.653, -0.191 

Proportion Hispanic -0.963 -0.959 -1.353, -0.573 -1.583. -0.358 

COVID deaths 0.074 0.074 0.028, 0.123 0.001, 0.148 

COVID mobility index 0.007 0.007 0.001, 0.014 -0.002, 0.017 

May-October -0.108 -0.105 -0.351, 0.127 -0.507, 0.274 

Constant -0.934 -0.931 -1.237, -0.633 -1.411, -0.484 

NOTES: Models also control for random effects for BPD district, PSS zone, incident year, incident month, and 
incident hour (in eight three-hour intervals). 

Table B.3. Crime Models, Full Results 

 

Mean 
Coefficient 
Estimate  

Median 
Coefficient 
Estimate 

80% Credible 
Interval 

95% Credible 
Interval 

(AIR Period)*(High Flight Probability) -0.128 -0.128 -0.243, -0.013 -0.305, 0.044 

AIR Period -0.072 -0.072 -0.145, 0.003 -0.182, 0.042 

High Flight Probability -0.195 -0.195 -0.226, -0.163 -0.243, -0.145 

COVID deaths -0.036 -0.036 -0.057, -0.014 -0.069, -0.002 
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COVID mobility index 0.001 0.001 -0.002, 0.004 -0.004, 0.006 

May-October 0.148 0.148 0.062, 0.230 0.010, 0.281 

Trend 0.543 0.545 0.404, 0.682 0.328, 0.749 

Trend squared -0.927 -0.930 -1.263, -0.595 -1.420, -0.402 

Trend cubed 0.323 0.326 0.111, 0.537 -0.006, 0.635 

Constant 2.375 2.375 2.313, 2.434 2.275, 2.475 

NOTES: Models also control for random effects for month and include an offset representing the log of the number of 
people-hours represented by each of the 320 observations 
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Table B.4. Sensitivity Analysis for the Effects of AIR on Clearance 

 Panel A: Overall effect of AIR  Panel B: Effect Components 

 
 
Analysis 

IRR  
(80% CI) 

Difference in annual 
crimes cleared  

(80% CI) 

 Spillover  
IRR (80% CI) 

AIR*Flyability  
IRR (80% CI) 

Main results 0.98 (0.88, 1.09) -9.3 (-59.9, 42.2)  0.94 (0.84, 1.05) 1.17 (1.01, 1.35) 

1) Uninformative priors 0.96 (0.84, 1.09) -20.0 (-80.1, 40.0)  0.86 (0.75, 0.99) 1.43 (1.16, 1.75) 

2) Redefine AIR period as Jul-Oct  0.94 (0.82, 1.09) -26.8 (-90.7, 42.1)  0.88 (0.75, 1.02) 1.29 (1.03, 1.61) 

3) Clearance by arrest only 0.93 (0.82, 1.05) -35.5 (-92.4, 21.8)  0.88 (0.77, 1.01) 1.18 (0.97, 1.42) 

4) Harder to solve incidents  1.05 (0.87, 1.80) 12.2 (-34.0, 61.8)  1.04 (0.86, 1.27) 1.04 (0.79, 1.36) 

NOTES: IRR = incidence rate ratio. CI = credible interval. Main results are replicated from Table 4.1. Sensitivity test 
1 (n=24,620) replaces the priors on our causal effect parameters described in Chapter 3 with 5/(standard deviation) 
for all coefficients. Sensitivity test 2 (n=24,620) defines the AIR program to be in effect from July through October of 
2020. Sensitivity test 3 (n=24,631) redefines the outcome as clearance by arrest. Sensitivity test 4 (n=22,481) 
excludes incidents cleared within one day from the analyses.  

 
 

Table B.5. Sensitivity Analysis for the Effects of AIR on Crime Rates 

 Panel A: Overall effect of AIR  Panel B: Effect Components 

 
Analysis 

IRR  
(80% CI) 

Difference in annual 
number of crimes 

(80% CI) 

 Spillover  
IRR (80% CI) 

AIR*High 
Flyability  

IRR (80% CI) 

Main results 0.90 (0.85, 0.97) -303.5 (-507.6, -92.4)  0.93 (0.87, 1.00) 0.88 (0.78, 1.07) 

1) Uninformative priors 0.88 (0.82, 0.96) -373.6 (-609.4, -124.4)  0.91 (0.83, 0.99) 0.90 (0.79, 1.01) 

2) Redefine AIR period as Jul-Oct  0.86 (0.79, 0.99) -452.3 (-696.9, -189.7)  0.89 (0.81, 0.99) 0.83 (0.72, 0.95) 

3) Trichotomized treatment  0.89 (0.82, 0.97) -318.0 (-537.6, -95.7)  0.92 (0.84, 1.00) 0.88 (0.77, 1.00) 

4) Treatment based on time  0.90 (0.83, 0.98) -323.0 (-589.9, -53.0)  0.93 (0.85, 1.03) 0.84 (0.74, 0.96) 

5) COVID interacts with flyability 0.90 (0.83, 0.96) -328.7 (-554.6, -112.0)  0.94 (0.86, 1.02) 0.81 (0.70, 0.93) 

6) Daytime crimes only  0.87 (0.80, 0.94) -168.1 (-261.7, -73.8)  0.92 (0.83, 1.01) 0.90 (0.80, 1.02) 

NOTES: IRR = incidence rate ratio. CI = credible interval. Main results are replicated from Table 4.1. Sensitivity test 
1 uses uninformative priors on our causal effect parameters (described in Chapter 3) . Sensitivity test 2 defines the 
AIR program to be in effect from July through October of 2020. Sensitivity test 3 excludes incidents with flyability 
probabilities in the middle of the probability distribution (i.e., probabilities ranging from 0.34 to 0.76) from the crime 
aggregates. Sensitivity test 4 measures flyability probability (and hence categorizes high flyability) based only on 
time of day. Sensitivity test 5 adds two covariates to the model: the interaction of high flyability with the COVID-19 
death index, and the interaction of high flyability with the COVID-19 mobility index. Sensitivity test 6 excludes all 
nighttime incidents occurring between sunset and sunrise from the crime aggregates.  
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Figure B.3. Residual Armed Robbery Rate from Crime Regression Model Excluding AIR Predictors 

 

NOTES: Plots of the residual armed robbery rate from our main regression model excluding AIR and AIR*High 
Flyability as predictors, averaged over high flyability and low flyability conditions. Each point represents a semi-
monthly period, and vertical lines represent the start and end dates of the AIR pilot program.  

 
 




